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 ◆ Su rveillance Video Analysis Using Compressive Sensing 
With Low Latency
Hong Jiang, Songqing Zhao, Zuowei Shen, Wei Deng, 
Paul A. Wilford, and Raziel Haimi-Cohen 

We   propose a method for analysis of surveillance video by using low rank 

and sparse decomposition (LRSD) with low latency combined with 

compressive sensing to segment the background and extract moving objects 

in a surveillance video. Video is acquired by compressive measurements, and 

the measurements are used to analyze the video by a low rank and sparse 

decomposition of a matrix. The low rank component represents the 

background, and the sparse component, which is obtained in a tight wavelet 

frame domain, is used to identify moving objects in the surveillance video. 

An important feature of the proposed low latency method is that the 

decomposition can be performed with a small number of video frames, 

which reduces latency in the reconstruction and makes it possible for real 

time processing of surveillance video. The low latency method is both 

justifi ed theoretically and validated experimentally. © 2014 Alcatel-Lucent.

substitute from the background model. The mixture 

of Gaussians technique [22] assumes that each pixel 

has a     distribution that is a sum of Gaussians and the 

background and foreground are modeled by the dif-

ferent size of the Gaussians. In low rank and sparse 

decomposition (LRSD) [6], the background is mod-

eled by a low rank matrix, and the moving objects 

are identifi ed by a sparse component. 

These traditional background subtraction tech-

niques apply to video in the pixel domain, and 

require the pixels in a surveillance video to be cap-

tured, transmitted, and analyzed. The ever-growing 

number of surveillance cameras generates an enor-

mous amount of data that needs to be transported 

over the network. There is a high risk that congestion 

in the network will prevent timely detection of 

Introduction

In a surveillance network, cameras transmit sur-

veillance videos to a processing center where the 

video streams are processed and analyzed. The ability 

to detect moving objects in a scene quickly and auto-

matically is of particular interest in surveillance video 

processing. Detection of moving objects is traditionally 

achieved by background subtraction methods [1, 2] 

which segment the background from moving objects 

in a sequence of surveillance video frames. The tech-

nique described in [1] stores, for each pixel, a set of 

values taken in the past in the same location or 

neighborhood. It then compares this set to the cur-

rent pixel value in order to determine whether that 

pixel belongs to the background and adapts the 

model by randomly choosing which values to 
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moving objects. Addressing the congestion problem 

by conventional video coding methods makes the 

video transmission highly sensitive to varying chan-

nel conditions and signifi cantly increases the com-

plexity of the cameras as well as the processing 

center. Therefore, it is highly desirable to have a net-

work of cameras in which each camera transmits a 

small amount of data with enough information for 

reliable detection and tracking of moving objects. 

Compressive sensing [7] allows us to achieve this 

goal. Compressive sensing has previously been used 

for both video processing [6, 7] and background sub-

traction [8, 15].

In [15], an LRSD of a matrix is used in processing 

compressive measurements to segment the back-

ground and extract moving objects. The method 

described in [15], which was motivated by the work 

in [6], assumes that the surveillance video is com-

prised of a low rank component (background) and a 

sparse component (the moving objects) which is pos-

sibly in a tight wavelet frame domain. Therefore, the 

background subtraction becomes part of the recon-

struction. Furthermore, the reconstruction in [15] 

takes advantage of the knowledge that the video has 

a background, which helps to reduce the number of 

measurements required.

Since the method used in [15] reconstructs the 

background without a training process, compressive 

measurements from a large number of frames are 

needed in order to recover the background properly. 

Typically, the number of frames used in the recon-

struction process is on the order of a hundred frames, 

representing a few seconds of video in real time. This 

causes an inherent latency of a few seconds, which is 

independent of and added to the computational 

time. Such latency may not be appropriate for real 

time applications.

In this paper, we propose a low latency LRSD 

method. This method extends the framework of [15] 

to reduce the latency needed in the reconstruction 

process. As in [15], segmentation of background is 

performed by using an LRSD of the matrix. However, 

in this paper, the low rank matrix is augmented with 

known background frames. The background frames 

may be learned via a training process, for example, 

by using the methods in [15] and [23]. By using the 

augmented low rank matrix, the reconstruction by 

LRSD can be carried out with compressive measure-

ments from a few video frames, as few as one frame. 

In other words, as soon as the measurements from 

one video frame are available, we can start process-

ing the measurements to reconstruct the background 

and to compute the silhouette of the moving objects 

in that frame. Therefore, the method presented in 

this paper paves the way for real time processing of 

compressive sensed surveillance video by using com-

pressive LRSD.

The method we propose removes a fundamental 

barrier to real time processing of surveillance 

video in the methods that use LRSD, such as those in 

[6] and [15], by relaxing the requirement of the 

number of frames needed in the reconstruction 

process.

Related Work 

We make a few notes to compare this paper with 

other work in the literature. The novelty of this paper 

is the low latency for LRSD with compressive sensing. 

It has been demonstrated in [15] that LRSD with 

compressive sensing achieves what the traditional 

methods cannot. For example, in the Daniel video 

sequence [11], a sudden illumination change in the 

background was falsely detected as a moving object 

in the foreground when using the principal compo-

nent analysis (PCA) method [11], while in [15], 

where LRSD was used, the event did not register. This 

Panel 1. Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Terms

2D—Two-dimensional
ADM—Alternating Direction Method
JPEG—Joint Photographic Experts Group
LRSD—Low rank and sparse decomposition
MPEG—Moving Picture Experts Group
PCA—Principle component analysis
RGB—Red, green, blue
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demonstrates the advantage of LRSD. Furthermore, 

traditional background subtraction methods such as 

[1, 2, 22] do not use compressive sensing, so video 

data must be processed in the pixel domain, not in 

the compressed domain. Although compressive sens-

ing has been used in video processing, existing com-

pressive video sensing methods reconstruct the video 

frames, but do not segment the background and fore-

ground, thus requiring the use of an additional pixel 

domain background subtraction method for back-

ground segmentation. Our method performs the 

background segmentation as part of the reconstruc-

tion. This paper differs from [15] in that a large num-

ber of frames must be used to reliably detect moving 

objects in [15], which results in a long latency, mak-

ing real-time processing diffi cult. This paper is an 

improvement over [15] because of low latency 

achieved by processing a small number of frames at a 

time, which makes it viable for real time processing. 

Reference [23] is a companion paper to this work for 

the reason that this paper establishes a theoretical 

basis for low latency LRSD by assuming that the 

background is known, while [23] relies on this theo-

retical basis and develops an algorithm to adaptively 

train the background model. Therefore, this work is a 

theoretical justifi cation for the development in [23], 

while [23] in turn provides more experimental results 

to validate the theory in this work.

The paper is organized as follows. We will intro-

duce notations and review the framework for recon-

struction of compressively-sensed video using LRSD. 

We next describe a low latency method for LRSD, 

and follow with a theoretical justifi cation. We also 

report results from numerical experiments.

Low Rank and Sparse Decomposition

In this section, we introduce notations and review 

the work of [15]. In analysis, we will treat video as 

black and white, having only the luminance compo-

nent. Color video can be treated separately for each red, 

green, blue (RGB) component, or jointly as discussed in 

[15]. The framework for analyzing surveillance video 

using compressive sensing is shown in Figure 1. 

Network transmission of compressively sensed video 

can be found in, for example, [16] and [19].

Compressive Measurements

We consider a video volume of a video sequence 

consisting of a number of consecutive frames. Let xj ∈ 
ℜn be a vector formed from the pixels of a sub-region 

in frame j of the video sequence, for j = 1, ..., J,  where 

J is the total number of frames and n is the total num-

ber of pixels in the sub-region. Let X = [x1, ..., xJ] ∈ 
ℜn×J be the matrix of dimension n × J, the columns of 

which are the pixels in the video volume. The total 

number of entries in X is N = nJ.

Let φ be an M × N measurement matrix with M 

rows and N columns, where M < N. The measure-

ment matrix φ may be chosen as a random matrix 

such as a randomly permutated Walsh-Hadamard 

matrix [16, 17]. Let φ = [φ1, ..., φJ], where φj ∈ ℜM×n 

is a sub-matrix of dimension M × n.

The compressive measurements of the video vol-

ume are defi ned as

 y = φ ° X =Δ  ∑ 
j=1

   

J

  φj xj , (1)

where y is a vector of length M which is the number 

of measurements and is much less than the total 

number of pixels of the video volume, N.

Figure 1.
Analysis of surveillance video using compressive sensing.
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Reconstruction 

Given the measurement vector y, the video vol-

ume X can be reconstructed by solving the following 

minimization problem:

 

  min    X1, X2
  µ1 ⏐⏐X1⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1X1⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2X2⏐⏐1,

 such that y = φ ° (X1 + X2),    (2)

 
X = X1 + X2. (3)

In equation 2, ⏐⏐A⏐⏐* is the nuclear norm of a 

matrix A ∈ ℜn×J defi ned by

 ⏐⏐A⏐⏐* =
Δ  trace (√A

–
*A
—

) =  ∑ 
i=1

   

J

    σi,     (4)

where σi are the singular values of matrix A. The 

nuclear norm of A is the ℓ1-norm of its singular val-

ues. Denote by ⏐⏐A⏐⏐1 the ℓ1-norm when A is consid-

ered to be a vector, i.e.,

 ⏐⏐A⏐⏐1 =
Δ   ∑ 

i=1

   

n

     ∑ 
j=1

   

J

    ⏐aij⏐. (5)

The parameters µ1, µ2 and µ3 are some nonnega-

tive constants, and Wi, i = 1, 2 are transforms that 

give sparse representations of underlying frames of 

video. The transform used is the wavelet frame trans-

form constructed by [10] which will be described 

later.

In equation 3, X1 and X2 represent two different 

components of the reconstructed video volume. The 

low rank component X1 is a relatively stationary 

component, which represents the background of the 

video. Matrix X2 of equation 3 is the sparse compo-

nent in some tight wavelet domain, which represents 

moving objects in the video volume. The terms with 

ℓ1-norm in equation 2 are used to sparsify each frame 

in the video in the tight wavelet frame domain.

The minimization problem defi ned in equation 2 

is a convex problem, so standard convex optimiza-

tion algorithms such as the interior point methods 

can be used. However, these standard methods are 

computationally expensive. Instead, as shown in [3], 

the singular value threshold method is very effi cient 

in low rank matrix completion and low rank matrix 

and sparse matrix decomposition. We leverage the 

idea of using a singular value threshold-based fi rst 

order method using the augmented Lagrangian 

Alternating Direction Method (ADM) for solving this 

minimization problem. More details on the ADM 

algorithm applied to equation 2 can be found in [15], 

and an extension of it will be described in the next 

section.

Sparsifying Operators

A background image may be sparse in some 

transformed space, for example, in a wavelet trans-

form space. Similarly, the moving objects represented 

by X2 may have spatial correlations which can also be 

sparsifi ed by a transform.

The operators Wi, i = 1, 2 in equation 2 are spa-

tial sparsifying operators. Because Wi, i = 1, 2 have 

the same form, for simplicity, we use W to denote 

each of Wi, i = 1, 2 when there is no risk of confu-

sion. For a given matrix A ∈ ℜn×J, the operator W  

work on columns of the matrix A. Specifi cally, let 

 A = [a1, ..., aJ], aj ∈ ℜn. (6)

Then the spatial operator W is defi ned as

 WA =Δ  [W(1) a1, ..., W
(J) aJ], W

(j) ∈ ℜn ′×n, j = 1, ..., J. 

(7)

In other words, the spatial operator W is defi ned 

by J linear operators which can be represented by 

matrices of dimension n ′× n, where often n ′≥ n. The 

matrices W(j), j = 1, ..., J may be different for each of 

Wi, i = 1,2, but they also may be the same. In this 

paper, all the matrices W(j) are identical, i.e., W(j) = W(0), 

for all j = 1, ..., J. The matrices W(j) are a tight frame 

transform such as that described in [13] and [20]. 

When the tight frame transform is used, the operation 

W(j) aj is carried out by regarding the column vector aj 

as a two-dimensional (2D) image. When wavelet tight 

frames are used, the matrix multiplications are com-

puted by a wavelet fast decomposition algorithm on 

each image frame as described in [9]. The wavelet 

frames are used in image restorations, since they give 

sparse approximations for many images. More details 

on applications of a wavelet frame for image restora-

tions can be found in [10] and [21].

Low Latency Reconstruction

If the framework introduced in the section on 

Low Rank and Sparse Decomposition is applied 
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directly, such as in [15], a large number of video 

frames are needed for the reconstruction of the low 

rank matrix X1, as given in equation 2, to properly 

segment the background from moving objects. 

Experiments show that the number of frames 

required is on the order of one hundred, i.e., J ≥ 100. 

This represents a high latency in the reconstruction, 

which is unsuitable for real time processing. In this 

section, we introduce an augmented low rank matrix 

which allows the reconstruction to start with as few 

as one video frame worth of measurements.

Linearly Independent Background Frames

We assume that a set of background frames is 

available. As described previously, the background 

frames may be obtained via a training process. The 

background of a surveillance video may consist of 

more than one frame. For example, if the video is a 

surveillance of a room, the background may consist 

of a frame of the room with lights on and a frame of 

the room with lights off. 

Let K be the number of linearly independent 

background frames, and bk, k = 1, ..., K, be the vec-

tors formed from these background frames. We 

defi ne the matrix of linearly independent back-

ground frames as

 Xb = [b1, ..., bK] ∈ ℜn×K. (8)

For example, if the background is computed by a 

training process, then K = rank (X1), and Xb is a sub-

matrix of X1 with the maximum number of linearly 

independent columns. The columns bk  may be com-

puted from X1 but they may not necessarily be any 

columns of X1.

Augmented Low Rank Matrix

When the matrix of the background Xb is known, 

a new video volume can be reconstructed by using 

an augmented matrix. Let X = [x1, ..., xJ] ∈ ℜn×J be 

a matrix, and B ≥ 0 a real number, the augmented 

matrix of X is defi ned as

 X̂ = X̂ (B) = [√B
–
Xb, X] ∈ ℜn×(J+K). (9)

If B is a positive integer, the nonzero singular values of 

X̂ (B) in equation 9 are the same as those of the matrix 

 [Xb, ..., Xb, X] ∈ ℜn×(J+KB), (10)

in which Xb is repeated B times. The purpose of the 

parameter B is to give a weight to the known 

background matrix Xb.

Once again, let y be the compressive measure-

ments of a video volume X given by equation 1. Then 

low latency reconstruction can be carried out by the 

following minimization problem:

 

  min    X1, X2
  µ1 ⏐⏐X̂1 (B)⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1X1⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2X2⏐⏐1,

 such that y = φ ° (X1 + X2),  (11)

 
X = X1 + X2.  (12)

Note that in equation 11, the augmented matrix 

of X1, X̂1
 (B) = [√B

–
Xb, X1], as opposed to X1 itself, is 

used in the nuclear norm. The use of the augmented 

matrix X̂1 (B) makes it possible to reconstruct X1, X2 

accurately using only a small number of frames in 

the video volume. In fact, when the background Xb is 

known, and by properly choosing parameters B, µ1, 

µ2, µ3, equation 11 may be used for accurate recon-

struction for any values of J, which is the number of 

frames in the video volume, even for J = 1. Due to 

this property, the reconstruction method used in 

equation 11 and equation 12 is an LRSD with low 

latency, and it may be performed in real time as soon 

as measurements of a video frame become available.

Minimization Algorithm

We now extend the Alternating Direction 

Method (ADM) described in [15] to the low latency 

reconstruction model, equation 11 and equation 12. 

The main diffi culty is that the nuclear norm term 

involves an augmented matrix having both known 

columns and unknown columns. However, this can 

be handled by replacing the augmented matrix with 

a new variable. In addition, we introduce some split-

ting variables to make the objective function separa-

ble. Specifi cally, we transform the original problem 

(equation 11) into the following one:

min µ1 ⏐⏐Z1⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐Z2⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐Z3⏐⏐1, 
 s.t. [√B

–
Xb, X1] = Z1, W1X1 = Z2, 

 W2X2 = Z3, φ ° (X1 + X2) = y. (13)

The augmented Lagrangian function is given by

LA (X, Z, Λ) = µ1 ⏐⏐Z1⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐Z2⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐Z3⏐⏐1 − < Λ1,

  [√B
–
Xb, X1] − Z1 > +  

β1 ___ 
2
   ⏐⏐[√B

–
Xb, X1] − Z1  ⏐⏐ 2  

2  
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 − < Λ2, W1 X1 − Z2 > +  
β2 ___ 
2
   ⏐⏐W1 X1 − Z2  ⏐⏐ 2  

2  

 − < Λ3, W2 X2 − Z3 > +  
β3 ___ 
2
   ⏐⏐W2 X2 − Z3  ⏐⏐ 2  

2  

 − < Λ4, φ ° (X1 + X2) − y

 > +  
β4 ___ 
2

   ⏐⏐φ ° (X1 + X2) − y  ⏐⏐ 2  
2 . 

(14)

where Λi, (i = 1, ..., 4)
 
are Lagrangian multipliers, 

and βi > 0 (i = 1, ..., 4) are penalty parameters. All 

operations in equation 14, except the nuclear norm  

⏐⏐ ⏐⏐*, are defi ned as vector operations, in which each 

variable is considered to be a column vector formed 

by concatenating its elements. The ADM algorithm 

can be similarly derived as in [15], and is similar to 

the split Bregman method used in image restorations 

[4, 14], which we briefl y describe as follows.

Initialize:  Z 1  
(0) ,  Z 2  

(0) ,  Z 3  
(0) ,  Λ i  

(0) , βi (i = 1, ..., 4), k = 0.

While stopping criterion is not met, do

( X 1  
(k+1) ,  X 2  

(k+1) ) = arg minX LA (X, Z(k), Λ(k));

( Z 1  
(k+1) ,  Z 2  

(k+1) ,  Z 3  
(k+1) ) = arg minZ LA (X(k), Z, Λ(k));

update Λi
(k+1) (i = 1, ..., 4) by

 Λ 1  
(k+1)   =  Λ 1  

(k)  − γβ1 ( X 1  
(k+1)  −  Z 1  

(k+1) ),

 Λ 2  
(k+1)   =  Λ 2  

(k)  − γβ2 (W1 X 1  
(k+1)  −  Z 2  

(k+1) ),

 Λ 3  
(k+1)   =  Λ 3  

(k)  − γβ3 (W2 X 2  
(k+1)  −  Z 3  

(k+1) ),

 Λ 4  
(k+1)   =  Λ 4  

(k)  − γβ4 [φ ° ( X 1  
(k+1)   + X 2  

(k+1) ) −  Z 1  
(k+1) ];

k ← k + 1.

End

Theoretical Justifi cation

In this section, we provide a theoretical justifi ca-

tion for the low latency method that is presented in 

the section on Low Latency Reconstruction. We will 

show that if a large number of frames are used to 

obtain the background frames as in [15], then subse-

quent LRSD may be performed with any number of 

frames.

We start by making some defi nitions. Let J, J1, 

J2 > 0 be positive integers, such that

 J = J1 + J2. (15)

Next, let X
−

 = X
−

1 + X
−

2 ∈ ℜn×J be a solution of the 

minimization problem in equation 2 and equation 3, 

and defi ne X
−(i), X

−(i)
j    , φ

(i) ∈ ℜn×Ji, i, j = 1, 2, and y(2) ∈ 

ℜM  such that 

 X
−

 = [X
−(1), X

−(2)] = [X
−(1)

1  + X
−(1)

2, X
−(2)

1  + X
−(2)

2],

  φ = [φ(1), φ(2)], (16)

  y(2) = φ(2) 
° X

−(2).

Note that in the defi nitions above, the super-

scripts 1 and 2 denote the fi rst J1 frames and the last 

J2 frames of a matrix, respectively. The subscripts 1 

and 2 denote the background and foreground, 

respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

With these defi nitions, we have the following 

result.

Theorem 1:

Let X
−(1)

1  be defi ned in equation 16 from a solution, X
−

, 

to the minimization problem of equation 2 and equa-

tion 3, i.e., X
−

 = X
−

1 + X
−

2, where (X
−

1, X
−

2) is a solution 

to the following minimization problem:

 

  min   X1, X2
  µ1 ⏐⏐X1⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1X1⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2X2⏐⏐1,

 such that y = φ ° (X1 + X2).  (17)

X

X(2)

J2 frames

X(1)

J1 frames

X = [X(1), X(2)]

(a) The matrix X whose columns are the frames of a video
      sequence is divided into submatrix  X(1) of J1 frames
      and submatrix X(2) of J2 frames.

X X1 + X2=

(b) Video frames X are segmented into
      background frames X1 and foreground frames X2.

Figure 2.
Illustration of notations.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220385801_Split_Bregman_Methods_and_Frame_Based_Image_Restoration?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-38fff743-7108-434c-b2b0-a252d2efde8f&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI1ODQ5ODQzNztBUzoxMDMzOTk0OTYzNTU4NDVAMTQwMTY2Mzc2OTYxMA==
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If X* = X*
1 + X*

2 is a solution of the minimization 

problem

 

  min   X1, X2
  µ1 ⏐⏐[X

−(1)
1 , X1]⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1X1⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2X2⏐⏐1,

 s.t. y(2) = φ(2) ° (X1 + X2),  (18)

 X = X1 + X2 ∈ ℜn×J2, (19)

then the matrix

 X̂  =Δ  [X
−(1), X*] ∈ ℜn×J (20)

is a solution to the minimization problem of equa-

tion 2 and equation 3, i.e., X̂ = X̂1, + X̂2, where 

(X̂1, X̂2) is a solution to the minimization problem 

defi ned in equation 17.

If we assume that there is a unique solution to 

LRSD minimization given in equation 2 and equation 

3, which is justifi ed by the work of [5] and [6] with 

the condition that φ and Wi, i = 1,2, are incoherent 

[5], then we have a stronger result as follows.

Corollary 1:

With notations of theorem 1, if the minimization 

problem in equation 2 and equation 3 has a unique 

solution, then the minimization problem in equation 

18 and equation 19 also has a unique solution, and 

furthermore, the solution satisfi es

 X* = X
−(2), and [X

−(1), X*] = X
−

. (21)

Corollary 1 can be interpreted as follows. Let the 

background and foreground frames be properly seg-

mented by using a large number of frames to com-

pute the solution X
−

 of equation 2 and equation 3 

with J >> 1. The computed solution X
−

 has a large 

number of frames, from which we take the fi rst J1 

background frames and use them as known back-

ground frames. We then form an augmented matrix 

[X
−(1)

1, X] to process J2 frames of video by solving equa-

tion 18 and equation 19, which is a problem for a 

smaller number of video frames. Corollary 1 shows 

that the J2 video frames computed from equation 18 

and equation 19 must be the same as the last J2 

frames of X
−

. Since J2 can be any positive integer in 

theorem 1 and corollary 1, we can choose a small J2 

<< J. Hence, the problem defi ned by equation 18 and 

equation 19 has low latency because J2 can be small, 

as small as 1. Therefore, corollary 1 shows that if the 

background frames are known, the augmented 

matrix can be used to form a problem where the 

LRSD can be performed with low latency.

Proof of theorem 1:

We want to show that X̂ of equation 20 is a solu-

tion to equation 2 and equation 3. Towards this pur-

pose, we will fi rst show that X̂ satisfi es the constraint 

of equation 2, and then we will show that X̂ mini-

mizes the cost function in equation 2.

First, from the defi nition of operator “°” given in 

equation 1, we have 

 φ ° [X
(1), X(2)] = φ(1) ° X

(1) + φ(2) ° X
(2), 

 for any X(1) ∈ ℜn×J1, X(2) ∈ ℜn×J2.  (22)

Then because X* is the solution of the problem given 

by equation 18 and equation 19, we also have

 φ(2) ° X* = y(2) = φ(2) ° X
−(2). (23)

In the equation above, the fi rst equality is from the 

constraint in equation 18, and the second equality is 

from the defi nition of y(2) in the last equation of 

equation 16. 

Now, because X
−

 is the solution to equation 2 and 

equation 3, by using equation 22 and equation 23, 

we can derive

 y = φ ° X
−

 = φ ° [X
−(1), X

−(2)]

 = φ(1) ° X
−(1) + φ(2) X

−(2)  
(24)

 = φ(1) ° X
−(1) + φ(2) X*

 = φ ° [X
−(1), X*]

 = φ ° X̂,

which shows that X̂ satisfi es the constraints of equa-

tion 2. 

Next, we show that X̂ has an expression in the 

form of equation 3 which minimizes the cost func-

tion in equation 2. Let 

 X̂1 = [X
−(1)

1 , X
*
1], X̂2 = [X

−(1)
2 , X

*
2]. (25)

Then from the defi nition of X̂, we have

 X̂ = [X
−(1), X*] = [X

−(1)
1  + X

−(1)
2 , X*

1 + X*
2] = X̂1 + X̂2, 

(26)

which shows X̂ can be expressed in the form of equa-

tion 3, but we still need to show that X̂1, X̂2
 also 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/45890930_Robust_principal_component_analysis_J_ACM_58311?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-38fff743-7108-434c-b2b0-a252d2efde8f&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI1ODQ5ODQzNztBUzoxMDMzOTk0OTYzNTU4NDVAMTQwMTY2Mzc2OTYxMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/269633966_Compressive_Sampling?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-38fff743-7108-434c-b2b0-a252d2efde8f&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI1ODQ5ODQzNztBUzoxMDMzOTk0OTYzNTU4NDVAMTQwMTY2Mzc2OTYxMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/269633966_Compressive_Sampling?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-38fff743-7108-434c-b2b0-a252d2efde8f&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI1ODQ5ODQzNztBUzoxMDMzOTk0OTYzNTU4NDVAMTQwMTY2Mzc2OTYxMA==
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minimizes the cost function of equation 2. In order to 

do so, we need the following property which can be 

derived from the defi nition of ⏐⏐ ⏐⏐1 and Wi given in 

equation 5 and equation 7, respectively:

 ⏐⏐Wi  [X(1), X(2)]⏐⏐1 = ⏐⏐Wi  X(1)⏐⏐1 + ⏐⏐Wi  X(2)⏐⏐1, i = 1,2, 

 for any X(1) ∈ ℜn×J1, X(2) ∈ ℜn×J2 (27)

Now, since X* = X*
1 + X*

2 is a solution to equation 

18, it minimizes the cost function of equation 18. 

Thus, the value of the cost function in equation 

18, when evaluated at X*, must be no greater than 

its value when evaluated at X
−(2) = X

−(2)
1 + X

−(2)
2 , 

because X
−(2) also meets the constraint of equation 

18 by virtue of the last equation in equation 16. 

Therefore, we have

 µ1 ⏐⏐[X
−(1)

1 , X
*
1]⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1 X*

1⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2  X*
2⏐⏐1

 ≤ µ1 ⏐⏐[X
−(1)

1 , X
−(2)

1 ]⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1 X
−(2)

1 ⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2 X
−(2)

2 ⏐⏐1. 
(28)

Adding µ2 ⏐⏐W1 X
−(1)

1 ⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2 X
−(1)

2 ⏐⏐1 to both sides of 

the equation in equation 28, and making use of equa-

tion 27, we have

 µ1 ⏐⏐[X
−(1)

1 , X
*
1]⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1 [X

−(1)
1 , X

*
1]⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2 [X

−(1)
2 , X

*
2]⏐⏐1

 ≤ µ1 ⏐⏐[X
−(1)

1 , X
−(2)

1 ]⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1 [X
−(1)

1 , X
−(2)

1 ]⏐⏐1  (29)

 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2 [X
−(1)

2 , X
−(2)

2 ]⏐⏐1,

which is equivalent to

 µ1 ⏐⏐X̂  ⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1 X̂1 ⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2 X̂2 ⏐⏐1

 ≤ µ1 ⏐⏐X
−

 ⏐⏐* + µ2 ⏐⏐W1 X
−

1⏐⏐1 + µ3 ⏐⏐W2 X
−

2⏐⏐1. 
(30)

Since X
−

 = X
−

1 + X
−

2 minimizes the cost function in 

equation 2, equation 30 implies that X̂ = X̂1 + X̂2 also 

minimizes it. This shows that X̂ = X̂1 + X̂2 is a solution 

to equation 2, and concludes the proof.

Proof of corollary 1:

From theorem 1, X̂ is a solution to equation 2 and 

equation 3. Since equation 2 and equation 3 have a 

unique solution which is X
−

, we conclude X̂ = X
−

, 

which is equivalent to [X
−(1), X*] = X

−
, and in particu-

lar X* = X
−(2), and this hence proves equation 21. This 

holds true for any solution of equation 18 and equa-

tion 19, and therefore, there is a unique solution to 

equation 18 and equation 19, which concludes 

the proof.

Experimental Result

In this section, we present results from numeri-

cal experiments. The purpose of the experiments in 

this paper is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the-

orem 1 by numerical experiments. The work in [15] 

contains experiments for validating the LRSD itself.

Setup

The experiments are performed with three sur-

veillance video sequences: Browse2, Shop, and 

Traffi c, which were obtained from publicly available 

databases [12, 18]. For each video sequence, two 

tests are performed. 

Test 1. In the fi rst test, the total number of J 

frames are used in the minimization problem of 

equation 2 and equation 3 to compute the video 

frames X
−

 with the background X
−

1 and foreground X
−

2. 

This test has high latency because J is large.

Test 2. In the second test, we divide the video 

frames X
−

 computed from test 1 into two blocks: X
−(1) 

of J1 frames and X
−(2) of J2 frames. We use the J1 back-

ground frames X
−(1)

1 that are computed from test 1 as 

the known background to form augmented matrix 

[X
−(1)

1 , X]. Then we perform the minimization of equa-

tion 18 and equation 19 to compute J2 frames of 

video X*  with background and foreground segmenta-

tion. For all video sequences in test 2, J2 = 10. This 

represents low latency results.

We then compare the results computed in test 1 

and test 2 for each video sequence. Corollary 1 stip-

ulates that X* = X
−(2). That is, the background and 

foreground frames computed from test 2 should 

exactly match the non-used J2 frames from test 1. In 

practice, however, there is some difference between 

test 1 and test 2 due to numerical errors from the 

minimization process, but the difference is small and 

negligible for the purpose of detecting moving 

objects.

To demonstrate the capability of detecting mov-

ing objects, we will show the images of the back-

ground X1, and the silhouette of the moving objects 

obtained from the sparse component X2. 
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In the reconstruction, the parameters µ1, µ2, µ3 are 

fi xed for all experiments, and they are given by 

 µ1 = 1, µ2 = 0, µ3 = 1e − 3. (33)

Table I shows the confi guration used in the 

experiments.

Browse2

Browse2 [12] is a color sequence from a camera 

monitoring a building lobby. The original is a Moving 

Picture Experts Group (MPEG) fi le with a resolution 

of 384 × 288 and it is more than six minutes in 

length. We take J = 100 frames from the sequence, 

and process only the luminance component. The 

total number of pixels is N = 384 × 288 × 100 = 

11059200. The total number of measurements used 

in the reconstruction is 1/25 (four percent) of the 

total number of pixels, i.e., the total number of mea-

surements is M = 442368.

The results from test 1 and test 2 are shown in 

Figure 3. The results demonstrate that the low 

latency results (from test 2) are nearly identical to 

those from test 1 with long latency.

Shop

Shop [12] is a color sequence from a camera in 

a shopping mall. The original is an MPEG fi le with a 

resolution of 384 × 258 and it is about one minute in 

length. We take J = 120 frames from the sequence, 

and process only the luminance component. 

Table I.  Confi guration of experiments.

Name Browse Shop Traffi c

Resolution 384×288 384×258 378×282

Total frames (J) 100 120 190

J1 90 110 180

J2 10 10 10

Measurements 
(%)

4 4 4

The silhouette of frame n, Sn, is a binary image 

obtained from X2 by the following equation.

 Sn = Tδ (Med(X2 (n))). (31)

In equation 31, X2(n) is frame n (i.e., the nth col-

umn) of the sparse component X2. Med(⋅) is a median 

fi lter, and Tδ (⋅) is a threshold operator defi ned as 

 Tδ (X)(i, j) =  
1, if | X(i, j)| ≥ δ

          
0, if | X(i, j)| < δ

 . (32)

For all experiments, a permutated Walsh-

Hadamard matrix [16, 17] is used to take measure-

ments of the video volume. The number of 

measurements used in the reconstruction of LRSD is 

expressed as a percentage of the total number of pix-

els in the video volume. For example, 100 percent 

means the number of measurements is equal to 

the total number of pixels in the video volume. 

(a) (b) (c) (e)(d)

Figure 3.
Result for Browse2 sequence. Top: frame 91 in test 1, which is the same as frame 1 in test 2. Bottom: frame 100 in 
test 1, which is the same as the frame 10 in test 2. (a) and (b): background and foreground frames from test 1. 
(c): the original video frames. (d) and (e): foreground and background frames from test 2.
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The total number of measurements used in the 

reconstruction is four percent of the total number of 

pixels. The results from test 1 and test 2 are shown in 

Figure 4. The results demonstrate that the low 

latency results (from test 2) are nearly identical to 

those from test 1 with long latency.

Traffi c

Traffi c [18] is a black and while sequence from a 

traffi c camera in a highway intersection. The original 

is a sequence of J = 190 Joint Photographic Experts 

Group (JPEG) frames with a resolution of 378 × 282. 

The total number of measurements used in the 

reconstruction is four percent (1/25) of the total 

number of pixels. The results from test 1 and test 2 

are shown in Figure 5. The results demonstrate that 

the low latency results (from test 2) are nearly iden-

tical to those from test 1 with long latency.

Conclusions

We presented a low latency method for analyz-

ing surveillance video by using compressive sensing 

in which background and foreground is segmented 

by LRSD. Once the background is available, it can be 

(a) (b) (c) (e)(d)

(a) (b) (c) (e)(d)

Figure 4.
Result for Shop sequence. Top: frame 111 in test 1, which is the same as frame 1 in test 2. Bottom: frame 120 in 
test 1, which is the same as frame 10 in test 2. (a) and (b): background and foreground frames from test 1. (c): the 
original video frames. (d) and (e): foreground and background frames from test 2. 

Figure 5.
Results from Traffi c sequence. Top: frame 181 in test 1, which is the same as frame 1 in test 2. Bottom: frame 190 in 
test 1, which is the same as frame 10 in test 2. (a) and (b): background and foreground frames from test 1. (c): the 
original video frames. (d) and (e): foreground and background frames from test 2.
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used to form an augmented matrix in a minimization 

problem to compute a small number of video frames, 

and therefore result in a low latency method. Low 

latency makes it possible to analyze video in real 

time. Both theoretical justifi cation and experimental 

validation of the low latency method are provided.
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